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D
ocumentary pro-
ducer Calvin
Standifer Jr. said
he saw a sign
from God among
the rubble and
vast tent villages
outside Port-au-
Prince this sum-
mer. A Haitian
woman described

to him how her people remained strong
and faithful in times of intense devasta-
tion. The cameras rolled as she showed
the power of her belief with a spiritual
hymn, and her voice rang out.
“While she was singing for me, a hum-

ming bird came out of nowhere and just
started hovering around her head,” Stan-
difer said. “Once she finished, it just flew
away.”
The Gary-based film director is now

wrapping up his first documentary, “Cat-
astrophic Magnitude: A Lifeline to Hope
and Healing.” This continuous awareness
piece focuses on mourners, orphans, gen-
eral life in the tent villages and even cele-
brations among the Haitian people.

“When the news trucks go down and
film what happened, everybody is tuned
in and they’re sending money in,” Stan-
difer said, “but once the press stops cov-
ering the situation, people tend to lose
sight of what still needs to be done.”
The documentary will premier in Sep-

tember at Columbia College. For the film,
Standifer teamed up with Michael
Fedele, founder and president of Life for
the World. The organization has fed
thousands of starving Haitians and built
several orphanages since it opened in
2001. Fedele led Standifer and the film’s
director of photography, Nick Brazinsky,
into areas where disease and starvation
still continue to affect the masses.
In June, Life for the World sponsored

five Northwest Indiana high school stu-
dents to experience Haiti firsthand, ask-
ing only in return that they each find
sponsors for five orphans. Standifer trav-
eled with the group as they cared for and
lived among the Haitian people for nearly
a week. “[The film crew] went into some
very compromising situations, even dan-
gerous,” Fedele said. “In the places we go
to, people have tuberculosis, meningitis,
yellow fever, typhoid fever, communica-

ble diseases and bad
water.”
Some situations were

especially emotional for
the film crew. Brazinsky
recalled one little boy
who proudly walked
around with a hand-
made fan that he creat-
ed from some spare
wire, a business card, a
bamboo stick and other
miscellaneous objects.
“It just blows my

mind that these people
are living like this and

we have leather sofas, air conditioning,
plasma TVs, and a little boy in Haiti’s
only has possessions are his flip-flops
and his fan,” Brazinsky said.
Standifer’s latest work is a big change

from his 2007 short-film, “The Immi-
grant.” This tale of murder, scandal and

police corruption was awarded a spot in
the International Cannes Film Festival
line-up. He hopes to find similar success
with “Catastrophic Magnitude,” and his
experience inspired him to start a non-
profit organization of his own.
“I started off ready to do something to

help the Haitian people, but I really think
being down there helped me more than
anything,” Standifer said. “It gave me a
whole different perspective about life.”

Calvin Standifer of Gary, the documentary
producer, was taken through areas of Haiti
where many of the earthquake survivors did
not get any food. — LESLIE ADKINS/POST-TRIBUNE

“When the
news trucks go
down and film
what
happened,
everybody is
tuned in and
they’re
sending money
in, but once
the press stops
covering the
situation,
people tend
to lose sight
of what still
needs to be
done.”
—CALVIN STANDIFER,
DOCUMENTARY
PRODUCER OF
“CATASTROPHIC
MAGNITUDE”

On the net
Be on the look out for
the web site
www.catastrophic
magnitude.org
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‘UNBUTTONED’ ON THE 60’S
Hooked on ‘Mad
Men” blogger
turns her blog
into a book.
Share her retro
passion from
bras to beer
ads. C2

AMAZON RIVER: 859 DAYS
Ed Stafford became the first man
known to have walked the entire
length of the Amazon river. C3

BUNNIES ABOUND
Giving chocolate bunnies at Easter is
the best advice shelters and experts
can give. C7
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Michael Fedele,
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Capturing faith in
‘Catastrophic Magnitude’

Gary film-maker
re-examines his
focus after his
time in Haiti
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“[The film
crew] went into
some very
compromising
situations, even
dangerous.”
— MICHAEL FEDELE,
FOUNDER AND PRESI-
DENT OF LIFE FOR THE
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NWI students
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upon their

return?


